
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 
 

 
  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

   

Payments fraud 
strikes again in 2019 
Payments fraud remained near its all-time high in 2019, despite increased efforts by organizations 
to help protect their payments systems and reduce the risk, according to the 2020 AFP® Payments 
Fraud and Control Survey Report underwritten by J.P. Morgan. 

Payments fraud targets 81% of organizations in 2019, 
despite the controls and processes put in place by organizations 

73% 71% 
68% 

61% 60% 62% 

73% 74% 78% 
82% 81% 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Financial losses from BEC fraud continue to mount 

Between May 2018 and increase in identified global 100%June 2019, there was a exposed dollar losses.

$26 billion Domestic and
international
exposed dollar loss 

Total U.S. financial 
recipient exposed$3.5 billion dollar loss 

Source FBI IC3 from June 2016-July 2019 

Business Email Compromise was the 
#1 source of payments fraud in 2019 
Of all payment fraud tactics, BEC attack was the most prevalent, with 61% of companies experiencing 
attempted or actual payments fraud.

61% 58% 26% 
Business Email Compromise Outside Individual Third-party or Outsourcer 

(BEC Fraud) (e.g., forged checks, (e.g., vendor, professional 
stolen card) services provider, business

trading partner) 

The continued occurrence of “sophisticated” fraud, such as account takeovers, suggests that fraud 
mitigation—in addition to robust internal controls—should also focus on network security and how 
to prevent external parties from gaining access to internal systems. 

Percent of Organizations that Experienced Business Email Compromise (BEC)

The share of companies impacted by BEC in 2019 
was 75%, a decline from 80% in 2018. The decline 
may signal that companies’ efforts to prevent BEC 
are finally starting to pay off. 

64% 
74% 

77% 80% 

75% 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Most prevalent types of BEC 

Perpetrators of BEC attacks have become more sophisticated in their techniques, and the emails 
appear to be authentic, resulting in organizations falling victim to these attacks. 

25 or fewer 26 – 100
instances annually instances annually 

Emails from fraudsters impersonating as 
vendors (using vendors’ actual but hacked email 
addresses) directing transfers based on real 85% 12%
invoices to the fraudsters’ accounts 

Emails from other third parties requesting 
changes to bank accounts, payments 85% 11%instructions, etc. 

Emails from fraudsters pretending to be 
senior executives using spoofed email domains 
directing finance personnel to transfer funds 80% 17%
to the fraudsters’ accounts 

Other:
• Soliciting emails
• Vendors receiving fake emails from 80% 20%

company’s employees
• Fraudulent emails from employees requesting

to change payroll bank account information

Payments methods impacted by BEC

Many BEC attacks attempt to obtain payment by wire transfers, whereby immediate funds transfer make
payments nearly impossible to recover. Now criminals appear to be expanding their focus to ACH payments.
In 2019, wire payments continue to be the most targeted payment method for BEC scams, at 42%. However,
ACH credits accounted for 37% of payments fraud attempts. The AFP study notes that the growing focus on
ACH payments by fraudsters may be due to the heightened scrutiny around wire payments. 

Wire transfers 

ACH credits 

ACH debits 

Checks 

Corporate credit cards
(e.g., purchasing and fleet) 

Gift cards 

eWallets 

42% 

37% 

21% 

19% 

12% 

3% 

1% 

A shifting focus from wires to ACH payments 

Although wire 
transfers remained of respondents report 
the most favored 
payment method fraudsters accessed ACH 
targeted for fraud credits using BEC in 2019— 37%via BEC, they were an increase from the 33 
closely followed by 
incidence of ACH percent in last year’s survey 
credit fraud 

Attacks on smaller organizations are increasing 

BEC scams continue to evolve as fraudsters adapt 
their methods and targets within an organization 
Business Email Compromise scams continue to morph into new shapes and forms, and fraudsters 
are using BEC to target various departments within organizations. 62% of respondents report that 
their accounts payable department was the most vulnerable business unit targeted. The second-most 
vulnerable department being targeted by BEC fraud was the treasury department.

62% 17% 8% 7% 2% 
Accounts Treasury Procurement/ Human Accounts 
payable Sourcing Resources/ Receivable 

Payroll Dept 

69% 79% 

2018 2019 

Companies with
annual revenue
of less than
$1 billion that
experienced
attempted
and/or actual
payments fraud. 

Education and training are key to 
mitigating the risk of BEC fraud 

Implementing company policies for providing appropriate verification of any 
changes to existing invoices, bank deposit information, and contact information 

Confirming requests for transfer of funds by executing a call back to an 
authorized contact at the payee organization using a phone number from a 
system of record (not numbers listed in an email) 

Instituting strong internal controls that prohibit payments initiation 
based on emails or other less secure messaging systems 

Adopting at least a two-factor authentication or other added layers 
of security for access to company network and payments initiation 

Internal control methods implemented to prevent BEC fraud 

80% 70% 65% 61% 

End-user education Implemented Confirm requests Stronger internal
and training on the company policies for for transfer of funds controls prohibiting 
BEC threat and how providing appropriate by executing a call payments initiation

to identify spear verification of any back to an authorized based on emails or
phishing attempts changes to existing contact at the payee other less secure 

invoices, bank deposit organization using messaging systems
information and a phone number from 

contact information a system of record 
(not numbers listed

in an email) 

59% 34% 27% 17% 

Adopted at least Color-coded emails Intrusion detecting Email rule that flags
a two-factor with red banners system that emails where the 

authentication or indicating they flags emails with “reply” email address 
other added layers of are external extensions that are is different than the 
security for access to similar to company “from” email 

company network and email (example: where address shown 
payments initiation “rn” could be in the 

place of an “m” etc.) 

Controls being used to protect against ACH fraud 
To minimize the occurrence of ACH fraud, organizations are implementing the following measures: 

Reconcile accounts daily to identify and return unauthorized ACH debits, 
cited by 77 % of respondents for 2019 — an increase from 65% in 2018 

Block all ACH debits except on a single account set up with ACH debit 
filter/ACH Positive Pay (69%) — an increase from 63% in 2018 

Block ACH debits on all accounts (44%) — an increase from 37% in 2018 

Corporate/Commercial Credit Card fraud is 
on the rise, with 34% of financial professionals 
reporting fraud in 2019 

Percent of Organizations that Experienced Payments Fraud through 
Corporate/Commercial Credit/Debit Cards, 2009 – 2019 

37% 38% 
32% 

29% 

43% 

34% 
39% 

32% 
30% 29% 

34% 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

The types of corporate/commercial 
cards most prone to fraud 

Travel & Entertainment (T&E) cards 54% 
Purchasing cards51% 

These figures are only slightly lower than those for 2018 (57% and 54%, respectively). 

Because payments fraud activity is unlikely 
to slow down, and scammers will continue to 
adapt and innovate, organizations must have 
the right controls in place to safeguard various 
payment methods from fraud attacks. 

For more information, contact your Wells Fargo treasury management representative or visit Treasury 
Insights at https://digital.wf.com/treasuryinsights/fraud-security/ for additional fraud resources. 

Unless noted, all stats are from The 2020 AFP® Payments Fraud and Control Survey Report. 

© 2020 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. Member FDIC. 
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